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Summary
Objectives: We evaluated the design of three novel visualization techniques for integrated health information with health care providers in older adult care. Through focus groups, we identified generalizable themes related to the visualization and interpretation of health information. Using these themes we address challenges with visualizing integrated health information and provide recommendations for designers.

Methods: We recruited ten health care providers to participate in three focus groups. We applied a qualitative descriptive approach to code and extract themes related to the visualization of graphical displays.

Results: We identified a set of four common themes across focus groups related to: 1) Trust in data for decision-making; 2) Perceived level of detail for visualization (subthemes: holistic, individual components); 3) Cognitive issues (subthemes: training and experience; cognitive overload; contrast); and 4) Application of visual displays. Furthermore, recommendations are provided as part of the iterative design process for the visualizations.

Conclusions: Data visualization of health information is an important component of care, impacting both the accuracy and speed of decision making. There are both functional and cognitive elements to consider during the development of appropriate visualizations that integrate different components of health.

1. Introduction

Health data collected from multiple sources and over longer periods can be a challenge to present efficiently in order to convey the appropriate messages. In addition, there are many stakeholders interested in the data, including health care providers (HCPs), patients, and family members. With the advancement of technologies, pervasive computing applications enable data capture of various physical parameters and other variables of health monitoring. The question becomes, how can we appropriately present large and complex health related data sets in a meaningful manner? It is important to make a distinction between data and information; the former exists as a raw collection of values while the latter is that same collection organized and processed for knowledge.

Data visualization is a concept that generalizes across all disciplines. Visual displays can have a profound influence on decision-making, influencing not only how quickly one can interpret information, but also how the information is interpreted [1–4]. There exists a broad range of literature describing the importance of visual displays within the context of health care and decision-making. In one study, Hoeke et al. presented lab results in four different formats, asking laboratory technicians and physicians to assess abnormal results [5]. The authors found a significant relationship between the speed of decision-making and the method of visual display. Feldman-Stewart et al. examined the impact of visual displays on treatment decisions, both in terms of determining the direction and scale of a treatment effect [6, 7]. The authors found differences in accuracy and speed of processing across displays of pie charts, vertical bars, horizontal bars, numbers, systematic ovals and random ovals. They recommend the vertical bar chart with scales as an optimal visual display for older adult's assessment of risk [7].

One goal of using visual displays is to reduce the cognitive load of information, allowing users to easily interpret and assess large amounts of data. Tufte has elegantly described how the brain functions similarly among individuals at deep core levels to process data and that these steps in brain function should guide visual displays of data [8]. Researchers have proposed different theories on cognitive processes involved in interpreting graphical information. These include theories on decomposition of graphical displays into elementary perceptual tasks [9], mapping of visual relationships [10], and processing of displays [11]. Though these theories provide a
broad perspective on cognitive design principles of visual displays, to our knowledge, there has been limited work identifying the cognitive processes of data visualization involved within the context of health information used by HCPs for gerontological care.

In this qualitative descriptive study [12], we used focus groups to evaluate HCPs perceptions of three types of visual displays of integrated health information. These focus groups provided insights into the functional and cognitive elements important for designing visual displays for HCPs. The results of our study provide a set of common identified themes and design recommendations to guide further design iterations.

2. Background

2.1 Data Visualization for Gerontological Care

Health care providers involved in gerontological care have limited time and resources for evaluating health information. A 2003 report from the National Academy on an Aging Society identified a geriatric labor force that is unable to meet current demands, let alone respond to the predicted growth of the older adult population [13]. In addition, the adoption of electronic health records (EHR) has only increased the availability of information. There is recognition that, though EHRs have the potential to aggregate large amounts of data, many providers face the challenge of effectively visualizing the information [14, 15], given limited time availability. Work on data visualization for EHRs has focused on providing information at both high level overview and granular detail [16]. An additional challenge lies in the multi-modal nature of EHR data [17]. It is therefore critical to develop effective data visualization tools to support the work of gerontological HCPs.

In order to support older adults who want to maintain their independence, it is important to address their health care needs in a comprehensive manner. In a pilot study, we used commercially available health monitoring technologies to gather a wide range of health information at an older adult independent and assisted living facility [18]. We collected a wide range of data over an eight-week period. Both HCPs and older adults expressed interest in receiving the collected data; however, it was a challenging task to efficiently present the information, given the amount of the resulting raw data and the various information needs and expectations of stakeholders. We therefore chose to develop new visual displays in an attempt to overcome these challenges. We applied Dunn’s wellness model as a theoretical foundation for the aggregation of health monitoring data into the four categories of wellness: cognitive (i.e. specific tasks like planning), social (i.e. social support), physical (i.e. physiological measurements and activities of daily living) and spiritual (i.e. self-reported spiritual perspective) [19]. This model presents wellness at a high level while recognizing the interaction of components that contribute to wellness overall. Dunn’s model has been operationalized and validated within health research [20–22].

2.2 Design of Visual Displays

We created three novel types of visual displays of wellness using integrated data from a technology assessment pilot study with older adults [18, 23]. The visual display types were developed using principles derived from cognitive theories concerning how people map visual relationships using spatial location, magnitude, and groupings [10], and how they identify positions along common and non-aligned scales, length and angle, area, volume, and shading [9]. Existing work on data visualization within the clinical context focuses on integration within the laboratory setting or intensive care units with displays of specific physiological measurements [24, 25]. To our knowledge, there has been limited work on visualizations of holistic wellness to support gerontological care. Our visual display types represent wellness in the four different parameters described by Dunn (Figure 1). We calculated an aggregate score for each category and normalized using t-scores on a scale from 0 to 100, with a score of 50 being average relative to the general older adult population. For each of the three visual display types, two different example graphs were generated using different data sets. One graph presents two data points from the baseline and exit of the eight-week period pilot study [18, 23], while the other graph presents a longitudinal view of simulated data for a twelve-month period.

We based the first set of displays on traditional bar graphs, however stacked with each of the four categories of wellness (Display 1 and 4). We presented the stacked bar charts with the goal of reducing cognitive load through a comparison of measures along vertical scales while also providing a familiar format of visual display. The second set of visual displays was a “Wellness polygon” (Display 2 and 5). Each vertex of the polygon was along one of four axes, representing the wellness categories. The vertices were connected to form a quadrilateral, with the goal of providing an overall area-based representation of wellness. Changing shapes potentially provide quicker assessment of wellness while skewness allows providers to assess specific areas of decline. We also created a donut display of visual health information (Display 3 and 6). We segregated wellness categories into quadrants within a circular ring, with a fully filled quadrant representing full score. Rings expand outward to represent newer data. We developed this display as an alternative with a focus on changing subcomponents within an overall wellness score. A further elaboration on the cognitive design principles involved within these visualizations can be found in prior work by Le et al. [26].

Since visual displays can affect how HCPs make decisions [5, 27] it is important to assess how HCPs perceive novel visualizations of complex constructs such as wellness. Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess the visualization of data rather than the specific content of data examples. The baseline/exit visualizations all represented the same dataset. This was also true of the longitudinal visual displays. Since the designs are early prototypes, we chose to evaluate the visualizations only to HCPs. Other stakeholders are part of our future work after design reiterations.
3. Methods

3.1 Participants and Setting

We recruited subjects through gerontological/geriatric health care provider e-mail lists of professionals practicing in a larger metropolitan area in the Pacific Northwest. A member of our research team invited interested participants to contact the researchers to learn more about a focus group study examining visualization of wellness data for older adults. Inclusion criteria were training and experience as a health care provider, experience working with older adults, and willingness to participate in the study. Exclusion criteria included unwillingness to be audio-recorded. All participants provided informed consent prior to study enrollment. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Washington approved all procedures.

3.2 Data Collection

We conducted focus groups [28] to explore how HCPs who work with older adults in community settings perceive novel visualizations of wellness. We developed the focus group guide with the aim of exploring the way HCPs perceive novel visual displays. The guide was constructed using wellness data from the older adult pilot technology study [18, 23] and cognitive theory as guid-
The cognitive theories guided our original development of the visual displays; they provided further focus for our focus group scripts. It included questions about how HCPs perceive and use visual displays of integrated health monitoring information, for example whether an individual is drawn to higher level analysis of a display or more granular components. In addition, we asked participants to describe the cognitive processes involved in analyzing a visual display. The guide was pilot tested with members of our research group that includes clinicians and was modified twice before engaging the study participants.

We conducted focus groups during the period of September-October 2011. Focus groups were moderated by a team of two researchers who alternated in the roles of moderator and assistant moderator [28]. Both researchers were experienced with qualitative research and facilitation of focus groups. After participants provided informed consent, the moderator presented an overview of the study. This included an introduction to Dunn’s wellness model as context for presentation of the visual displays. The moderator led the focus group, presenting visual displays with a projector and using the focus group guide to direct the discussion, while the assistant moderator took notes for follow-up questions. The moderator presented to participants each visual and asked about their perceptions, specifically what elements of the display helped enhance or detract from the visualization of information. Participants also compared visual displays. Each focus group session was recorded using a digital audio-recorder and later transcribed verbatim for data analysis.

3.3 Data Analysis

Two researchers analyzed focus group transcripts with the goal of answering the following questions: 1) how do HCPs process and interpret visual health information, and 2) how do HCPs apply visual data to support older adult care? Analysis focused on the “what” of participant perceptions versus the “how” of participant interactions [29]. Development of codes was an evolutionary process, using inductive and thematic analysis [30, 31] to systematically read, analyze, and derive content from the focus group transcripts [32].

After each researcher independently read the transcripts and developed a preliminary codebook, two researchers checked the codebook for content validity. All transcripts were independently double-coded by both researchers and codes were further refined. Mismatches were discussed until both researchers came to a full agreement. We used the codes to describe emergent themes. Each focus group provided differing insights into themes and concepts, which we then compared to existing definitions. By refining our codes with successive iterations of coding sessions, we continuously renamed, re-organized and redefined themes [30]. We compared coded results within and between focus groups to synthesize agreement and disagreement of participant perceptions.

4. Results

Ten participants participated in the focus group sessions (1 male, 9 female). Each session lasted between 60–75 minutes. The first session included two participants, the second five and the third three participants. Though participants ranged in level of experience, all were licensed care providers within a gerontology setting.

4.1 Concepts and Themes

The results of our qualitative analysis identified a set of common themes associated with visualization of integrated health information (Table 1). These themes are generalizable across the different visual displays and emerged from the discussions within the focus groups. We identified four major themes related to participant perceptions of displays. These themes are: 1) Trust in data for decision-making; 2) Perceived level of detail for visualization (sub-themes: holistic, individual components); 3) Cognitive issues (sub-themes: training and experience; cognitive overload; contrast); and 4) Application of visual displays.

4.1.1 Trust in Data for Decision-making

Issues associated with trust in displayed data influenced how participants interpreted visual information. Participants raised concerns about data origins, validity, and appropriateness of Dunn’s model of wellness. Discussions of trust issues were sporadic and types of issues raised were not uniform across focus groups. However, these issues created pause for HCPs in assessing the utility of the displays.

4.1.2 Perceived Level of Detail for Visualization

HCPs interpreted visual displays with a focus on both holistic wellness and individual components of wellness. Participants described holistic views of visual displays often as a cursory glance to acquire broad levels of information. However, there was also a challenge in balancing this with providing component levels of health information, as highlighted by a participant: “When I look at this I am able to see general wellness, like the change from pre to post, but it’s harder for me to look at the difference between each individual piece because they’re stacked together.” Participants who focused on components of a visual display were concerned with how different wellness categories interacted with each other to contribute to overall health. An individual’s level of perception for a visual display can vary depending on which particular display is chosen, and how the individual intends to use the data. As one participant noted, this can interact together in a complementary manner: “That is one thing I really like about having them all together, is it’s not, it doesn’t fragment out the parts of health because I really think you can’t forget how important that side of it is, so I think that it’s very effective in showing that when your social goes down, your overall health goes down because it all hooks up.”

4.1.3 Cognitive Issues

We identified cognitive processing issues under three subthemes that affected ease of interpreting visual displays. These sub-
themes were training and experience, cognitive overload, and contrast of elements.

Training and experience played a role in how participants interpreted displays. Participants made comments about confusion related to first time viewing of novel displays and the need for context and labels with first time viewing but not with subsequent views. For the longitudinal donut visualization (Display 6), there was general agreement that there was a tendency to "read" the display from left to right as opposed to an inner to outer ring of data. Participants also highlighted the need for training to interpret visual displays to increase adoption and usefulness.

"I feel like if you were going to use the polygon, maybe [providers] that are older and are not as familiar with technology, not as familiar with the graph would require more guidance and may not be able to interpret and may not find it useful and may not use it at all."

Cognitive overload was often associated with responses of confusion and uncertainty, especially when participants had multiple visual cues to focus on in the visual displays (Table 1). Participants expressed this sense of cognitive overload primarily in the longitudinal Wellness polygon visualization (Display 5). Too many overlaid polygons contributed to challenges in assessing depth of polygons and interpreting overall wellness.

**Table 1** Summary of primary themes identified from qualitative descriptive analysis of focus groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Trust in data for decision making</td>
<td>This theme includes issues associated with the source of data for visual displays and what types of health information would be useful when visualized.</td>
<td>&quot;Oh interesting, would have thought it would have been longer and or be closer in gap because at eight weeks it seems as though now people think they don’t feel as well then, interesting, eight weeks hmm.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2A. Visualization of health – perceived as focused view (individual components) | This theme deals with visual displays that are perceived primarily as displaying individual components of wellness through different features of the visual display. | "I really appreciate that it’s a square and I feel like the different angles tell me something too."
| 2B. Visualization of health – perceived as summary view (holistic) | This theme deals with visual displays that are perceived primarily as displaying summary views of wellness. | "I feel like I can glance at it and we can, tell there is more area inside the blue polygon then the red…" |
| 3A. Cognitive issues – Cognitive overload | Theme associated with an overload of information from the visual displays resulting in difficulty interpreting the information. | "I can see this being pretty confusing for a family member though. If I’m trying to show them that they are going to be, whoa, what is that?"
| 3B. Cognitive issues – Contrast issues | Use of visual displays to impact cognitive load for comparisons of health information within display. | "I think it’s subtle but you can tell what the differences are but they’re not, it’s not drastic enough to make a point.” |
| 3C. Cognitive issues – Training and experience | Theme focused on the learning curve involved with interpreting and using visual displays and how this might negatively impact uptake of visual displays. | “… the reason I think it looks confusing and overwhelming at first is because I have never seen it represented in that way before.” |
| 4A. Use of visual displays – Decision making | Theme related to how visual displays can impact the decision making process amongst health care providers, older adults, and family and friends. This theme also includes shared-decision-making. | "And if you know one aspect of wellness has diminished if something else has compensated for that, I think that would be maybe acceptable to somebody, some family member, the actual individual themselves.” |
| 4B. Use of visual displays – Identifying health deficits | This theme deals with how visualizations might support detection of health deficits, or sudden changes and decline in health. | "I feel like I would know that the deficits based on this graph for the pre and the post data say that they needed more assistance with their spiritual needs…” |
| 4C. Use of visual displays – Intervention | Theme related to how visual displays could be used by a health care provider or family member to become involved in older adult care. | "And it’s also a way to figure out your resource allocation. Do you send an MD, a nurse practitioner, or do you send the therapies out?"
| 4D. Use of visual displays – Monitoring long term trends | Use of visual displays as a tool to detect longitudinal trends in health. | "So if, that’s what I would look at this image, and say I am concerned about your cognitive needs: Why is it declining, right?” |
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Contrast of elements was an issue when participants were unable to easily distinguish elements within displays, such as the heights of bars and colors of lines, from each other. This was most prevalent for the stacked bar plot (Display 1) with contrast issues stemming from the stacking of individual components and subtle differences between them. The longitudinal extension of the stacked bar chart (Display 2) also had contrast issues related to comparisons of components within the display. For Display 3, some participants pointed out the dissonance in area comparisons in the donut plot. As rings expand outwards, the overall area increases even if score stays the same based on an angular comparison. This can misconstrue interpretations.

4.1.4 Application of Visual Displays

We found that visual displays differed in how the information was interpreted for use. Use of visual information for intervention refers to instances when a participant describes how the visual information could directly impact care of older adults. In particular, this theme arose when the focus group members discussed involving the older adult or a family member directly within older adult care in response to a sudden change in visual display of wellness. As one participant described:

"...that's what I would look at this image, and say well, I am concerned about your cognitive needs. Why is it declining, right? So I want to know, before it was better and now it's worse. So what is changed?"

The use of visual information display for intervention ties closely with detection of longitudinal trends. Health care providers noted the importance of identifying longitudinal trends in health from the visual displays. For example, participants noted sudden drops in overall health with concern and further described the processes involved in analyzing the visual displays to identify sources of the decline. The visual displays also provide a resource to initiate conversation with older adults. This was categorized under use of visual displays for decision making where both HCPs and older adults benefit from the shared information of the visual displays. For example, one participant described how the visualizations could facilitate planning of events for older adults within a community center. Another participant described the information as:

"... sort of a jumping off point and then you as the clinician still have to figure out what is actually going on, but I guess this data for me would give me a place to start, but it's really going to be, the patient's going to determine where I go next."

Though the focus groups were from the perspective of HCPs, an additional application of visual displays relates to its ability to support older adult self-efficacy. Respondents had mixed perspectives on this issue; with some participants highlighting the ability of visualization data to encourage pro-active monitoring of health for older adults. However, others cited negative impacts of visual display on self-efficacy. In particular, if health were declining, some felt that displaying such results might only cause further discouragement. As one participant stated, "I think you rise to the level of expectations":

4.2 Design Preferences and Recommendations

Participants provided valuable insight towards the design of visual displays. Researchers can use concrete recommendations and constructive feedback from users as part of an iterative design process to further refine visual displays.

4.2.1 General Recommendations

Participants were in favor of the conceptual framework for wellness, citing the need for cognitive, social, physical, and spiritual measures. There was disagreement on the extent to which each visual display should emphasize components of wellness; however, a common recommendation across focus groups was the further separation of visual displays to better compare individual components. A general recommendation made by most participants emphasized the need for simplicity of visual displays while providing for the ability to access more data:

"just tell them what they need to know, don't fluff it up and so we used to have something beautiful and big for those who like to sit down and read... overall people like to hear the information so that they can process it and then formulate their questions and then come and ask you if they needed more information".

4.2.2 Recommendations for Stacked Bar Charts (Displays 1 and 4)

A primary criticism of the stacked bar plots is the inability to distinguish between gradient changes within components, prompting one participant to state:

"I think that it's great for an overview but, cumulative wellness is less... I wonder if there's a way to just lay it where it's more clear that really the other three of the process haven't changed much and really just one of them is the one that has sort of diminished."

Participants also describe a need to separate visualizations into individual categories to more easily identify deficits and apply interventions. One possible modification involves incorporating the suggestions to separate each stack within the bar plot into separate graphs. An alternative is to allow an interactive visual display where the bars are still stacked; however, upon selecting a component of wellness, the stacks will re-align relative to the given component.

4.2.3 Recommendations for Polygon Plots (Displays 2 and 5)

For the polygonal representation of data (Displays 2 and 5), a general criticism lay in its complexity. Participants cited the overwhelming nature of the information and instead preferred to pass towards alternative visualizations. Others cited the difficulty of understanding how to interpret the information, yet also noted that upon explanation, the display provided a level of additional appeal compared to other displays.

"And then once you described it, I like it a lot. Cause I feel like I can kind of just glance at it and we can, I don't know, just [kind of] tell there is more area inside the blue polygon then the red, so there's been a change but physical and cognitive, there's not much of a change and so I think it's a really interesting way to look at it. Once you explained and it
took me you know a couple seconds to kind of get used to what it was saying, I like it.”

The novelty of the display makes it difficult for some participants to grasp intuitively. However, upon explication, some participants noted that this visualization provides both cumulative information through the area of the polygon and component-wise information through the length of each axis. When the polygons were stacked top of each other to display longitudinal changes in wellness, participants unanimously found the display confusing. Problems cited included too much information, a cluttering of visual displays, and an inability to distinguish between depth and color of the polygons. Two participants agreed about the need for data displayed by seasons. The participants suggested simplifying the display into four polygons, representing different seasons. However, even upon reducing the number of polygons, the visual display was challenging to interpret. In this respect, the polygonal display was ineffective at presenting longitudinal information.

4.2.4 Recommendations for Donut Plots (Displays 3 and 6)

The donut plot (Displays 3, 6) generated the most variability in opinions. A common question asked by participants involved the labeling of the rings within the donut. Many were unsure which ring represented the oldest or newest data and suggested explicitly labeling it to prevent confusion. Some participants read the data from inside out, where the oldest data were at the center ring while the newest data were on the outer ring. Others interpreted this graph similar to the rings of a tree where older data are on the outer layer and newer data on the inner layer. The simplicity of the display appealed to some participants; however, others noticed the opposite:

“Well the first thing I did is I looked at the size of the graph and I said, okay well I can see where the changes were and there it was, and then I wondered after I looked at that if they were equal, if they were concentric circles or if they were different, if there was a size. And then I thought, boy that’s a lot of work for such simple data.”

Visually, the rings can provide an intuitive comparison based on angular alignment of concentric circles, however there exists cognitive dissonance upon comparisons of area from one ring to the next. Despite scores for a component of wellness being similar, since the outer rings are larger in radius, the area of the component scores differ. One suggestion made by participants was to disregard the angular elements of the donut plot and instead generate bar plots grouped by each component of wellness. In other words, cut the donut plot into its four components, and re-align as bar plots rather than using an angular comparison.

4.2.5 Limitations

Our data set consists of three focus groups with ten participants. A common recommendation for focus group size is a range of 4–10 participants [28]. However, Morgan observes the difficulty of defining a “focus group” beyond that of a group interview and questions who should determine the size of a focus group [29, 33]. Krueger and Casey note that focus group sample size and type must fit the goals of research [28]. For our purposes, efficiencies in interviewing HCPs about visual designs were a driving factor of this study. Accordingly, smaller group interviews fit the goals of this study. Our focus groups ranged in size from 2–5 participants; however, we had targeted group sizes of 5–8 persons. Unfortunately, due to challenges with schedules of health care providers (e.g., unexpected clinic calls, clinic hours run over time, etc.) the ultimate sizes of the groups were smaller since we chose to run focus groups as scheduled with as many available participants at that time. We found that the quality of the data and richness of the discussions did not vary across groups. In addition, we drew our participants from one geographic area of the country. Although we sought representation from disciplines with a gerontological focus, other than medicine and nursing, we did not recruit pharmacist or allied health (physical/occupational therapy) providers into the study. Other HCPs may have differing needs and perspectives of health care information and we should make increased efforts to ensure their inclusion in future studies.

5. Discussion

We sought to provide designers with some initial answers to two questions: 1) how do HCPs process and interpret visual health information and 2) how do HCPs apply visual data to support older adult care? From the data derived within our focus groups, we find that there are two possible interpretations of wellness data; a focus on the holistic overview of wellness and a focus on individual components of wellness. Though a health care provider may find an overall measure of wellness interesting, they place a more significant focus on individual comparisons of wellness. This focus is driven by the needs and motivations of the health care provider:

“I think one of the challenges with that, it’s kind of like, when… I teach about functional assessment and one of the challenges with functional assessment tools that measures functional assessment is that they can give you an overall number but really, as a provider, in terms of it having meaning, you really have to look at the pieces and try to figure out why.”

Our findings indicate that visual focus is closely tied to issues of use and that there exists a distinction when a health care provider uses visual displays internally for clinical decision making compared to when it is shared with older adults. Health care providers expressed a preference for visualization of data as individual components of wellness, allowing for greater information and context to the visual display. It provides an anchor for HCPs to further identify and assess deficits in wellness. That is not to say HCPs ignore holistic views of data; only that they use it for a cursory overview. The true value of visualization efforts for HCPs lies in its ability to narrow down potential causes of changes in health; visual displays provide this through a focus on component level views of data.

However, HCPs shift their focus of visual displays when interacting with older adults, they placed a greater emphasis on holistic views of data. This provides a broader perspective, which HCPs can use
to start discussions with older adults and can narrow down if necessary:

“I think it might be more relevant for them [older adults], maybe more concerned about just the overall wellness.”

We attribute a part of this shift in emphasis to the complexity and challenges of explaining visual displays. Participants also described the use of information as a jumping-off point for discussions. Health care providers find it fruitful to engage older adults in identifying causes of changes in wellness, and from there, they gather the detailed information that may indirectly be tied to component levels of health data. Health care providers can use the visual displays for holistic views of wellness to facilitate a broad, open discussion for shared decision making with older adults.

6. Conclusion

We applied cognitive design principles to develop three different visual displays of integrated health based on data collected from an eight-week pilot study at an older adult independent and assisted living facility [18, 23]. We evaluated these visual displays with HCPs for three focus groups of size ranging between two and five participants. The purpose of the focus groups was to provide an evaluation of the visual displays and to better understand the processes involved by HCPs during the visualization process. Through a qualitative descriptive analysis of focus group data, we found that HCPs are inquisitive about the source of data for a given visual display. To make displays effective, it is important that HCPs understand where the data is coming from and are comfortable with its integration into the visualization. Without this trust in the data source, HCPs are reluctant to place credence towards a visualization and often find it has limited application. Especially for novel visual displays, not only training but also gaining provider buy-in through piloting and validation are critical prior to implementation. The cognitive challenges associated with our visual displays highlight a need for clarity (labeling, color, granularity and contrast) and reduction of complexity (cognitive overload). This is consistent with many design principles that emphasize a minimalist approach towards data visualization [2]. We can generalize our results for the design of future visual displays of health information using these set of guidelines derived from the focus groups.

The focus groups also provided valuable inputs towards the evaluation of our visual displays. These evaluations allow us to refine our visual designs as part of an iterative process of design. Health care providers found value in both a holistic and component based view of data in the visualizations, but for different reasons. A holistic view allows for quick cursory glances and provides ability to engage older adults with discussions of the health information while a component view allows identifications of trends in overall health and ability to see where further focused assessment is needed.

In addressing the needs of HCPs, designers should consider minimalized visual displays for broad level views of information while still allowing for the display of granular categorized areas of information (e.g., through an interactive visualization). An effective design that synthesizes data will allow clinicians to more easily interpret information, independent of skill level or prior knowledge. For our work, the visualizations are early prototypes and from the feedback received, can be improved by addressing both functional and cognitive issues within the display. We intend to further evaluate the visual designs with older adults as stakeholders of the health information. The information needs of older adults may not align with those of HCPs; as a result, an evaluation with older adults can provide novel insights. Our work can eventually be integrated with existing systems as a tool to share and display health information. This provides a resource for informed decision-making amongst older adults, HCPs, and family members. An understanding of visualization needs can help with the integration of visualizations as an active tool within electronic health records to accommodate for vast and longitudinal patient data [34].
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